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Privilege 4
Protective affordable clothing!
Protective clothing is needed to protect a human body from climate,
disease, pollution. Protective clothing needs to be comfortable, useful.
Protective clothing is to be affordable. Protective clothing consists of
head cover, clothing, socks, foot protection. Protective clothing is always
worn outside.
Head protection consists of balaclava, beanie, K-scarf, Eye
protection, helmet. Balaclava (Beanie), K-scarf is knitted
out of wool or a mix of cotton and wool (no synthetic fiber).
Can be any color or pattern. Eye protection and helmet give
UV protection. The visor is curved sideways, straight up and
down, unbreakable, highly scratch resistant, blocks UV rays,
not fogging up, glare adjusting (darker, lighter, lighter darker). The helmet has a leather back as neck protector.
Protective clothing, Coverall (with hood) or 2-piece made out of Flax,
Cotton, Wool, or a mix of cotton, wool (no synthetic fibers) any color,
pattern. Either should have a t-shirt neck, puffed* arms, legs closed at
wrists, ankles (draft proof). *Puffed arms, legs allow elbow, knee joints to move
freely also the air inside creates climate control for skin and body.

Clothing is made out of natural fibers: animal hides, plant fiber, silk,

cotton or wool. Artificial fibers are not used for clothing touching human
skin. Production of Artificial fibers clothing ends.
Protective clothing is comfortable, long lasting, practically, affordable.
Fashionable (designer label) protective clothing is overpriced, expensive,
impracticably, short term. Not acceptable!
Feet need protection from climate, knocks. Skin, toes, ankles are at risk.
Foot protection consists of socks, boots. Always wear foot protection
when venturing outside.
Socks are made out of cotton, wool, a mix of cotton,
wool (no synthetics) any color any pattern. Socks
cover feet to 7 cm above Ankles.
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Boots have upper protective leather, inner soft leather (no
synthetics) soles leather or rubber. Boots protect feet up to
7 cm above Ankles. Synthetic footwear heats up feet boiling them. You cannot walk.
Hand protection in the form of
Gloves (no synthetics) are worn
as needed!

Shun :
Designer label are elitist part of wealth apartheid. Designer label are
over priced. Produced by slave labor. Made for arrogant well off snubbing the struggling needy and poor. Shun people that wear these.
Designer label! People who where designer label! Retailer who sell Designer label! Overpriced protectiveclothing! Impracticably fashionable protective clothing! Protective clothing made out of artificial fibers!
Shame and Shun people mocking homeless. They
pay to have clothing look washed out, have purposefully ripped and holes made in them.
Unacceptable trashy dress code:

Let trashy people know that they are trashy.
Shun synthetic clothing footwear. End production of
synthetic clothing, footwear. Synthetics are destroyed
by Shire! Illegal synthetics producer get, MS R6.

Protect your body use protective clothing outside!
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